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Abstract
The migration of grain boundaries and, therewith, the phenomenon of grain
growth depend strongly on the annealing temperature. Generally, higher tem-
peratures are associated with higher mobilities of the boundaries and therewith
faster microstructural coarsening. In the present study, the influence of a strong
temperature gradient on grain growth in thin films is investigated. To that aim,
a modified three-dimensional Potts model algorithm is employed, where the
annealing temperature changes with the thickness of the sample taking grain
boundary mobility and energy into account. The resulting drag effect has serious
consequences for the temporal and spatial evolution of the grain microstructure.

Keywords: grain growth, thin films, temperature gradient, grain boundary
mobility, Potts model

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The migration of grain boundaries and, hence, grain growth in polycrystalline solids can be
observed among others as a thermally activated process [1–3]. As a result, a polycrystalline
grain structure coarsens over time showing a reduction in number of grains per unit volume
and associated total grain boundary area. The latter reduces also the total grain boundary
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energy, whereas a reduced number of grains leads—under the assumption of space filling—to
an increase in average grain size. While this general consideration seems relatively simple,
grain growth is indeed a complex non-equilibrium process, which can take different shapes.
The ideal case or reference case is normal grain growth, where it is assumed, in particular,
that all grain boundaries are characterized by the same properties that is by the same grain
boundary energy per unit length or area, γ, and same grain boundary mobility, m. Conse-
quently, the coarsening process is characterized by a unimodal grain size distribution and an
average growth law according to which the average grain radius 〈R〉 evolves with annealing
time t as [4]

〈R〉2 (t) = bt + 〈R〉2
0, (1)

where the growth factor b is a linear function of both, grain boundary mobility m and
grain boundary energy per unit length or area γ. At the same time, the microstructure is
in a self-similar state, which can be described among others by a universal and therewith
time-independent scaled size distribution f

(
x = R/〈R〉

)
.

Of course, this is a generalization and simplification of the natural process. In reality,
the grain boundary properties depend on a number of factors: not only may the crystallo-
graphic misorientation play an important role, but also, e.g. segregation at the boundaries [5–7].
Furthermore, it should be noted that the mobility of grain boundaries depends strongly on the
annealing temperature, T , following [8]

m = m0 e−
Q∗

kBT , (2)

where Q∗ is the activation energy for grain boundary migration, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
and m0 is a quasi-temperature independent pre-exponential factor.

In contrast, a different type of grain growth (to name just one) is called abnormal grain
growth, during which some grains show a growth advantage, which allows them to grow to
significantly larger scaled grain sizes, x, than observed for normal grain growth yielding a
bimodal size distribution during coarsening [9]. For such a case the average grain size is a
very poor descriptor. However, for long annealing times the bimodal distribution may be
reduced again to a unimodal shape. While the growth advantage of some grains may be
gained by a specific combination of boundary energy and mobility that only few grains in
the microstructure possess, grain growth in general is driven by anisotropy of grain boundary
energy and mobility [10, 11]. This type of coarsening is particularly complicated to describe
analytically.

Independent of the specific type of coarsening, the average grain size increases always over
time for each case. This is significant due to the fact that many materials properties such as
hardness, strength, and ductility depend strongly on the grain size [12, 13]. Hence, all changes
in the microstructure lead to changes of the properties, which may make the material unus-
able in applications. As a result, understanding grain growth under different conditions is of
utmost importance. However, the process of grain growth gets even more complicated when
we consider thermal gradients. While, in general, the temperature gradients that occur in most
applications are very small making their effects negligible, in certain applications, for example
in nuclear reactors, thermal gradients up to 0.4 K μm−1 can be found [14]. Also, during weld-
ing the heat affected zone (HAZ) is characterized by strong spatial temperature gradients that
may even change with time [15–17]. Consequently, in such applications, temperature gradients
have to be considered as significant driving forces of grain growth.
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Figure 1. Relation between relative mobility and sample thickness according to
equation (2) in blue. Variation in grain boundary energy calculated according to [25–27]
in red. The size-axis is in arbitrary units, but resembles model units in the simulation
model below. h = 0 is the hot surface and h = 100 is the cold surface.

If we consider the simple case of steady-state thermal conduction, then we know that the
thermal power, Q̇, transferred by heat conduction follows Fourier’s law [18, 19]

Q̇ = −λA
T2 − T1

h
(3)

for the simplified case of a solid material with a temperature gradient between two parallel
walls. Here λ is the thermal conductivity coefficient, which is, e.g. 54 W m−1 K−1 for steel
(0.5% C), between 342 and 413 W m−1 K−1 for copper depending on the temperature, and
ranges between 70 and 190 W m−1 K−1 for aluminum alloys [20]. The areas of the parallel
walls are each given by the variable A, their distance by h, and their temperatures are T1 and
T2, respectively, in equation (3).

Assuming a constant thermal power, the temperature becomes a linear function of the
location within the material, from which it results according to equation (2) that m ∝ e−1/T .
The resulting relation between mobility and location is shown in figure 1 (blue curve). In order
to derive this relation a realistic but non-existing, i.e. non-specific model material was consid-
ered. To that aim, an application in a nuclear reactor, where thermal gradients are non-negligible
[14], was assumed, where materials such as tungsten are used. In a recent study, Budaev et al
analyzed mock-ups of ITER tungsten divertor plates using among others electron beam tests
with heat loads of up to 49 MW m−2 [21]. They estimated the penetration depth of temperature
during a heat pulse of length 40 ms to be approximately 1.3 mm. Assuming now for the current
investigation a thermal conductivity similar to the one in tungsten as approx. 140 W m−1 K−1

and a temperature difference of 275 K for h = 1 mm yields a heat flux of 38.5 MW m−2, which
is realistic.

It should be noted that in figure 1 the above thickness respective location, h, within the
material is transformed already into arbitrary units correlating one-on-one in the simulation
below to the units of length as given in terms of Monte Carlo unit (MCU). In particular, the
relative mobility is depicted giving the mobility of the boundaries in the material divided by the
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corresponding maximum value at the hot surface (blue curve). It can be seen that the boundaries
at the hot surface have an advantage of motion compared to the cold surface.

The second temperature dependent factor in equation (1) is the grain boundary energy per
unit length, γ, which is part of the growth factor b. Typically the zero-temperature excess
enthalpy is derived by computational studies taking structure and crystallography of the
boundary into account. Nevertheless, in practice the finite-temperature grain boundary free
energy—the interfacial excess of free energy—is important, but more complicated to calculate.

Already more than two decades ago, Broughton and Gilmer [22, 23] calculated the
energy of certain tilt grain boundaries and observed decreases in interfacial free energy with
increasing temperature. Also Foiles [24] calculated the interfacial free energy depending on
temperature successfully for a

∑
5 (310)/[0 0 1] symmetric tilt boundary in Cu. He found that

γ decreases indeed by a factor of approximately three when the temperature increases from
very low temperatures up to temperatures close to the melting point. In a more recent paper
[25], Foiles estimated the temperature dependence of the grain boundary free energy from
the temperature dependence of the elastic constants. To that aim, the free energy of the grain
boundary as a function of temperature was determined in two manners:

• For temperatures below 25% of melting temperature, the free energy was determined via
quasi-harmonic approximation calculations [26].

• For higher temperatures, the free energy was derived via thermodynamic integration using
Monte Carlo simulations described comprehensively by Frolov and Mishin [27].

The results show a substantial variation of γ with a clear decrease from zero temperature to
temperatures close to the melting point. Of course, any real polycrystalline grain microstructure
will have grain boundaries of different type and, therewith a distribution of boundary energies.
Exemplarily, Schratt et al [28] derived the grain boundary energy landscape using molecu-
lar dynamics simulations. However, in order to capture the general effect of the temperature
gradient on the coarsening kinetics, in the current work the same general temperature depen-
dence of the boundary energy is assumed as in reference [25]. Furthermore, considering a
limited temperature span as in the simulation below, the resulting variation in γ is much smaller
compared to Foiles’ work [24, 25] as shown in figure 1 (red curve).

Over the years, a number of numerical investigations have been directed towards a better
understanding of the general influence of temperature gradients on grain growth, of which
selected works are described here shortly:

• Garcia et al [29] applied the Monte Carlo Potts model to simulate three-dimensional grain
growth with non-uniform grain boundary mobility. They found that grain growth followed
locally normal coarsening kinetics in systems with smoothly varying grain boundary
mobility. In contrast, whenever the grain boundary mobility had large discontinuities, the
growth kinetics was no longer locally normal near the discontinuity.

• Tonks et al [30] used a phase field model to investigate the impact of temperature gradients
on isotropic grain growth in two dimensions. They observed that the temperature gradient
caused significant local migration of the individual grains resulting in larger grains in the
hot portion of the polycrystal.

• Tan et al [31] used also a Monte Carlo simulation to model grain growth including a
spatial temperature profile that varied, however, with time. In addition to two-dimensional
verifications and comparisons, they tested their model for a three-dimensional case in the
HAZ of a weld.

While these and further works broadened our understanding of grain growth under thermal
gradients strongly, there are still a number of questions that remain unanswered.
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In the present investigation we analyze the impact of a strong thermal gradient on grain
growth in films. To that aim, a three-dimensional sample is modeled taking not only a spatial
distribution of temperature and therewith grain boundary mobility and energy into account,
but also the influence of the free surfaces. Coarsening kinetics as well as the topology of the
resulting microstructure is studied in detail depending on their spatial locations.

2. Method

Nearly 40 years ago, the first computer algorithms were developed that enabled researchers to
simulate recrystallization, grain growth, and related phenomena in polycrystalline materials. In
order to explore different applications, several types of simulations were produced on different
size as well as time scales ranging from atomistic simulations to mesoscopic ones. The latter
type works, in particular, well on the microstructural level and permits a very selective tailor-
ing of materials parameters. Such simulations enable analyses of large grain structures over
long time spans and facilitate comparisons with experiments. As a consequence, for meso-
scopic size scales different models were developed over the years, such as the Monte Carlo
Potts model, surface evolver, phase-field method, and vertex method (cf, [32–36]).

Among those methods the Monte Carlo Potts model is known for its comparative simplicity
in the algorithm. Nevertheless, it can be modified to tailor and model complex problems such
as the influence of texture on grain growth [37] or recrystallization and grain growth in specific
materials such as aluminum alloys [38].

Specifically, in the Potts model sharp grain boundaries with zero width are assumed. Typ-
ically, only two materials parameters characterize the grain boundaries as they have also
been mentioned above: the boundary mobility, m, and energy per unit length or area, γ.
Generally, both parameters depend on the misorientation between two adjacent grains [39],
but, also on the annealing temperature as discussed above. Moreover, the Potts model requires
a given initial microstructure, which is usually defined by a spatial grain distribution of a spe-
cific number of grains, including their size distribution, topology, and grain orientation. This
microstructure is then projected onto a lattice with N lattice points, each called a MCU. In the
current investigation a three-dimensional square lattice is used. For any given point within the
lattice 27 nearest neighbors (nn) are considered for local interactions. For the edges of the lat-
tice specific application-dependent boundary conditions are considered, that is, in the present
case, periodic boundary conditions parallel to the temperature gradient and free boundary con-
ditions at the top and bottom surface (perpendicular to the temperature gradient), each having
a constant temperature, are implemented.

The smallest time unit of the model (one Monte Carlo step) consists of N reorientation
attempts, where each reorientation attempt itself consist of the following routine:

(a) For a randomly picked lattice point a new state is generated by changing its orientation to
the orientation of one of its neighboring points. Thus nucleation of new (local or global)
orientations is prohibited.

(b) The energy of both, the old and the new state is calculated by the Hamiltonian

H =
1
2

N∑

i=1

nn∑

j=1

γ

γmax

(
1 − δ

(
Qi, Q j

))
, (4)

where the interaction of the ith lattice point with all its neighbors is measured by the
specific grain boundary energy per unit area γ. For identical neighboring orientations Qi
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and Q j the Kronecker delta function is equal to one, and zero for different neighboring
orientations. Therefore, naturally only different orientations provide a contribution.

(c) The final orientation of the selected lattice point is determined by a probability of

p =
m

mmax

γ

γmax
e
−ΔE
kBT ′ , if ΔE > 0 (5a)

and

p =
m

mmax

γ

γmax
, if ΔE � 0, (5b)

where m is the previously stated grain boundary mobility. The simulation thermal energy
(so-called simulation temperature) is expressed through kBT ′, which has to be selected
with care such that unphysical lattice effects are prevented. Details can be found in refer-
ence [40]. This simulation temperature does not relate to the real annealing temperature
T in the experiment. The latter influences solely the boundary mobility and energy.

The maximum values of specific grain boundary energy and mobility are given in
equation (5) by the constants γmax and mmax, respectively. Assuming normal grain growth
(where merely high angle grain boundaries with identical properties contribute to coarsening),
leads to the simplification m = mmax and γ = γmax. While in general grain boundary mobility
end energy per unit length are functions of the crystallographic misorientation taking differ-
ences in low angle boundaries, high angle boundaries as well as twin boundaries into account,
in this present case of isotropic grain boundary energies and mobilities, the above mentioned
orientations of grains simply denote the grain numbers. Using this simplification enables us
to focus solely on the effect of the temperature gradient without having underlying effects of
texture.

The present investigation tackles the problem of a strong temperature gradient on grain
growth. To that aim, the dependence of the grain boundary mobility as used in equation (5) on
temperature according to equation (2) is taken into account as well as the influence of the tem-
perature on the grain boundary energy as discussed above. In addition, following equation (3)
it is assumed that the temperature is a linear function of the location in the material resp. a
function of the materials thickness assuming steady-state thermal conduction. The resulting
dependencies are shown in figure 1, where the sizes are in arbitrary units, but are associated
here with the size unit of the simulation, MCU. In particular, the relations m

mmax
and γ

γmax
are

given as needed in the simulation algorithm.
The size of the sample is selected as 500 × 500 × 100 MCU3 with initially 25 000 grains

following a normal size distribution. Initially, the grain sizes are small compared to the thick-
ness of the sample. Then again, the thickness is with 100 MCU large enough such that
during coarsening the grains remain relatively equiaxed in contrast to 3D thin film grain
growth as described in [41–43] for normal, texture-controlled and triple junction-controlled
grain growth, where columnar grains evolve. The annealing temperature is set to its maxi-
mum of 300◦C resp. 573.15 K at h = 0 MCU and decreases down to 25◦C resp. 298.15 K
at h = 100 MCU. Hence, the relative mobility m

mmax
starts at h = 0 MCU with a value of one

and decreases according to figure 1, whereas the relative energy γ
γmax

increases slightly due
to the decrease in temperature. The simulation temperature has been selected as kBT ′ = 0.9 J
according to [40].
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Figure 2. Temporal development of the polycrystalline grain microstructure: (a) top
view onto the hot surface; (b) side view. The four microstructures are taken at t = 0,
t = 500, t = 1000, and t = 1500.

Figure 3. Magnified cut-out taken from side view of the simulated sample at the end of
the simulation. The arrow marks the temperature profile.

3. Results and discussion

After starting the simulation as described above, figure 2(a) shows the temporal development of
the top surface of the sample, equivalent to h = 0 MCU in figure 1, which is the hot surface. The
coarsening of the polycrystalline microstructure is clearly visible, and the grain microstructure
remains uniformly distributed and the grains equiaxed. In contrast, figure 2(b) shows a side
view, which is a plane that is parallel to the temperature gradient. The top corresponds again
to h = 0 MCU and the bottoms of the images correspond to h = 100 MCU—the cold surface.
It can be seen that the microstructure transforms from initially equiaxed grains that are also
distributed uniformly in space to showing a significant gradient with larger grains close to the
hot surface and small grains at the cold surface, where the coarsening is retarded. This can be
seen even better in figure 3, where a cut-out taken from the side view of the simulated sample
for long annealing times (t = 1500) is magnified. In addition to the spatial changes in grain
size, the surface grains at top and bottom align their boundaries perpendicular to the respective
surfaces.

In order to take the spatial inhomogeneity in sizes into account, in the following, the
evolving microstructure will be analyzed in sections perpendicular to the temperature gradient.

According to equation (1), the average linear grain size in terms of the grain radius evolves
as a square-root function of annealing time. Hence, assuming a constant second moment of the
scaled grain size, 〈x2〉, for self-similar grain growth the average grain area, 〈A〉 = π〈x2〉〈R2〉,
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Figure 4. Temporal development of: (a) average grain area; (b) associated standard devi-
ation of the scaled grain size, both for six different sections. In figure 4(b), the locations
of the sections are given on the right-hand side and the curves are colored accordingly,
where blue describes the cold surface and red the hot surface.

increases as a linear function of time. This basic relation 〈A〉 ∝ t for normal grain growth
is shown to be true indeed in figure 4(a) for the different sections from the hot surface at
h = 0, which has the largest slope showing the strongest coarsening, via all inside sections,
where the slope gets smaller and smaller with decreasing temperature, to the cold surface at
h = 100, which shows the slowest coarsening. For all sections there are very distinct initial
growth regimes with deviating behavior. They indicate that the initial microstructures are far
from the later self-similar regimes, which are characterized not only by the linear increase in
average grain area but also by constant second moments of the scaled grain size and therewith
constant standard deviations stdx=R/〈R〉. The latter is shown in figure 4(b), where the locations
of the sections are given on the right-hand side and the curves are colored accordingly from
blue describing the cold surface to red describing the hot surface. It is evident that the sections
from within the sample show after the initial period of growth a rather strong fluctuating behav-
ior around the same value of approx. stdx = 0.516 (dark gray dotted line). This more or less
constant value for long annealing times indicates the existence of the above mentioned self-
similar state, even though the speed of coarsening is temperature-dependent. Since stdx=R/〈R〉
is very similar for the different sections, the associated scaled size distributions will probably
also be very similar comparing different annealing times and different sections. While only
four inner sections are shown, a similar behavior can be observed for all sections between
approximately h ≈ 10 and h ≈ 90. Hence, within the film grain growth follows indeed locally
normal coarsening kinetics as predicted in [29].

In contrast, there is a definitive surface effect such that the curves for the surfaces show
a deviating behavior. The data for h < 10 and h > 90 approach quickly the curves observed
for the limiting cases h = 0 and h = 100, respectively. In particular, the hot surface at h = 0
reaches after the initial period of time a self-similar state at a much lower standard deviation,
whereas the cold surface at h = 100 is characterized by a seemingly extended transition that
tends slowly towards the same self-similar state as the hot surface at a lower value of stdx=R/〈R〉
of approx. 0.414. The fact that the cold surface does not show a clear regime with a constant
standard deviation within the observed time range corresponds to the fact that the average grain
area shows also a slight non-linearity in figure 4(a) (lowest curve).
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Figure 5. Scaled grain size distributions from a large variety of different annealing
times (t = 600, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800) for: (a) h = 0 (hot surface); (b) h = 50 (middle
section), (c) h = 100 (cold surface).

Here it should be noted that in the current investigation the microstructure analyzed perpen-
dicular to the temperature gradient in the thin film is still of three-dimensional characteristics
throughout the observed time frame. This is visibly different compared to long annealing
times as observed in references [41–43]. In those previous investigations only the first growth
regimes were characterized by mostly three-dimensional grain structures just as witnessed
here, whereas for long annealing times second growth regimes with columnar grain structures
evolved that were coupled to slower coarsening and therewith changes in the average growth
law.

A constant standard deviation as (mostly) visible in figure 4(b) after the initial periods of
time is a very good indicator of statistical self-similarity, which can be verified by plotting the
scaled size distributions. In general, the grain size distribution can be written in its scaling form

F (R, t) = g (t) · f (x) , (6)

where g (t) is a purely temporal function and f (x) is a function solely of the scaled grain
size x = R/〈R〉. As a result, for normal grain growth f (x) is time-independent, for which,
therefore, stdx is constant as (mostly) observed above. For the present study, the resulting dis-
tributions are presented in figure 5 for the hot surface (figure 5(a)), the middle section with
h = 50 (figure 5(b)), and the cold surface (figure 5(c)), each for five different annealing times
taken from the self-similar regime according to figure 4(b) with t � 600, even for the cold
surface, where it is not fully self-similar.

Firstly, at the hot surface (figure 5(a)), the distribution is fairly narrow and close to distri-
butions observed under normal grain growth simulations [44]. It is interesting to note that the
distribution is closer to previously observed 3D size distributions of normal grain growth than
distributions from 2D simulations even though in the current case a two-dimensional analysis
is performed. In addition, it should be noted that despite the fact that the current size distri-
bution is measured at the surface of the sample, the result is remarkably different compared
to sections through 3D samples as, e.g. in [45]. The difference originates in the fact that the
surface is treated in the current simulation indeed as a surface, whereas in case of figure 3 in
reference [45] actual sections through 3D samples were taken. Hence, at the hot surface we
can observe a relatively unimpeded motion of the boundaries (having the highest mobility in
the sample) resulting in self-similar distributions close to those of normal grain growth.

Secondly, at the cold surface, the distributions as shown in figure 5(c) are slightly broader
and characterized by a somewhat larger number of relative small grains. The distributions show
a slight temporal development (compare, in particular, curves with black crosses for t = 600
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and red squares for t = 1200), which is in agreement with the slight temporal change of the
standard deviation in figure 4(b) (blue curve, h = 100). Hence, over time the distribution will
become narrower and will take the shape as in figure 5(a) for the hot surface for very long
annealing times. The slightly larger value of stdx and therewith the larger broadness of the
distribution compared to the hot surface can be a result of the extremely low boundary mobility
and the resulting drag effect of the warmer boundaries in the vicinity that move faster.

Thirdly, figure 5(b) shows the scaled grain size distributions for the middle section (h = 50).
These distributions are significantly broader and show a substantial number of grains with small
relative grain sizes as well as grains with sizes up to approximately three times the average
value. This spread in size can be assumed to be partly a result of the different drag effects, where
the warmer boundaries in the vicinity of the section move faster, while the colder boundaries
move slower. However, compared to figures 5(a) and (c), here we are talking about real sections
through a 3D sample, for which different distributions are expected anyways [45].

It is of peculiar interest that the distinct shapes of the distributions in figure 5 have been
observed previously for totally different types of grain growth, namely triple junction con-
trolled growth and normal grain growth in two and three dimensions, respectively, com-
pare [46–49]. In particular, for grain growth under triple junction control a drag effect of
the low junction mobility has been observed to yield such skewed size distributions as in
figure 5(b). This is very interesting since, on one hand, in the present case surfaces and sections
are analyzed in contrast to the 2D or 3D data in references [46–49] and, on the other hand, the
driving forces are significantly different: junction drag in [46–49] versus the strong tempera-
ture gradient in the current investigation, which results, however, also in a drag of the faster
moving boundaries in the warmer regions of the sample on the slower moving ones in the
colder regions.

Beyond the time-independence of the scaled grain size distributions, also topological cor-
relations show a self-similar behavior of the obtained grain microstructures. In particular, the
relationship between number of edges, n, and scaled grain size, x, is given in figure 6, where
the planes (section and surfaces) represented in the three different figures correspond to those
in figure 5. In each figure, the data of three different annealing times from the regime with
t > 600 (represented by crosses of different colors) fall on top of one another, which is a fur-
ther indicator for self-similarity. The different widths in the data sets between figures 5(a)–(c)
correspond to different broadness of the topological correlations. In order to describe the data
set better, each set is averaged into size classes represented in each image by different symbols.
Apart from smaller fluctuations, which are due to a limited number of data points falling in the
respective binned size class (particularly for large grains as in figure 6(b)), the averaged data
can be described well by least-squares fits.

It is very interesting to note that the hot as well as cold surface are both characterized by a
quadratic function n (x), whereas the inner sections are well-described by linear least-squares
fits. While the differences may be explainable already by the different natures of the sections
(surfaces versus inner section), in a recent publication [50] the evolution of the topology of
the grain microstructure in thin films has been analyzed in detail under normal grain growth
conditions. It was observed that even at the surfaces the relation n (x) of the microstructure
can be characterized initially best by a linear least-squares fit within the first growth regime.
When the microstructure changes from bulk-like to columnar, not only the speed of growth
is reduced but also n (x) changes to a quadratic relation, which could also contribute to the
present observations.

These two different types of functions (linear and quadratic) used for describing the topol-
ogy agree furthermore with the corresponding scaled grain size: basically, as mentioned above,
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Figure 6. Number of edges as function of scaled grain size at three different anneal-
ing times for: (a) h = 0 (hot surface); (b) h = 50 (middle section), (c) h = 100 (cold
surface). The crosses represent all grains (color coded according to annealing time),
whereas the other symbols represent associated data averages.

the scaled size distribution for the hot surface (figure 5(a)) is similar to those observed for nor-
mal grain growth, for which a quadratic relation between number of edges and scaled size has
been observed previously [49] and is also found in the current investigation (figure 6(a)). In con-
trast, the scaled size distribution of the inner sections show a distinct distribution (figure 5(b))
similar to those observed under triple junction controlled growth [49], which is associated with
a linear relation n (x) as it is also observed here (figure 6(b)). However, regarding this direct
comparison there is a discrepancy: while the scaled size distribution and topology in terms of
n (x) show distinct shapes as observed for either normal or triple junction controlled growth,
the average growth law is solely a linear function of annealing time, which agrees only with
normal grain growth.

All in all, the author would like to point out that it is not(!) possible to compare the two
different behaviors as observed previously (normal grain growth vs triple junction control)
and observed here (temperature influence) one-on-one! For normal and triple junction con-
trolled grain growth usually purely two- and three-dimensional investigations were performed.
However, in a recent publication [43] grain growth under triple junction control has been
investigated in a three-dimensional thin film. It was observed, in particular, that a reduced triple
junction mobility yields for a surface analysis not only a quadratic relation between average
grain area and annealing time for small grain sizes, but also a skewed scaled size distribution
just as observed for 2D and 3D junction control. In contrast, in the current case, where also
surfaces have been introduced—just as in [43], different boundary conditions compared to
common two- or three-dimensional considerations are observed. Nevertheless, in all of these
investigations certain drag effects can be observed either due to a limited mobility of the triple
junctions or as in the present case as a drag due to a temperature gradient effecting the growth
kinetics.

These differences in n (x) between surfaces and inner sections indicate possible variations
in the morphology of the grains. For an additional analysis the Aboav–Weaire-law [51–54] can
be used. Originally, Aboav analyzed already more than 50 years ago how grains in a typical
polycrystal are arranged in space finding that they are indeed not disposed randomly, but in a
certain order. This enabled him to describe the relation between number of edges n of a grain
and average number of edges of all neighboring grains n of a section through polycrystalline
magnesium oxide [51] by
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nn = 5n + 8. (7a)

Based on the idea that an infinite 2D polyhedral network, where solely three-fold vertices
can be observed, has an average number of edges of all polyhedral cells, 〈n〉, equal to six,
Weaire extended equation (7a) taking the second moment of the neighbor distribution, μ2, into
account [52]

nn = 5n + (6 + μ2) . (7b)

This extension inspired above together with further observations of soap foam in a planar
section to introduce the geometrical constant α that depends on the type of cellular pattern
[53]

nn = (6 − α) n + (6α+ μ2) . (7c)

Taking the knowledge of the average number of edges of all grains, 〈n〉, into account yields
the today well-known Above–Weaire-law

nn =
(
〈n〉 − α

)
n +

(
〈n〉α+ μ2

)
. (8)

Here, again μ2 is the second moment of the neighbor distribution, which is equal to the squared
standard deviation and α a structure-specific parameter. As a result of equations (7) and (8),
few-edged cells or grains have the tendency to be surrounded by many-edged cells resp. grains
and vice versa.

We find in figure 7 that equation (8) is indeed fulfilled for all planes: on the surfaces as well
as within the sample showing again self-similar behavior. However, while the average number
of edges of the whole ensemble in all the sections is close to six, the width of the distributions
are significantly different: the hot surface at h = 0 has the smallest values of approx.μ2 = 2.08
averaged over the microstructures shown in figure 6. The cold surface has somewhat larger
values with μ2 = 2.80, which decreases slightly over time in agreement with the slight non-
self-similarity as noted before. Finally, the middle section is characterized by μ2 = 3.80—a
clearly broader neighbor distribution. This is not unexpected as the average number of edges or
triple junctions of any two-dimensional grain microstructure with periodic boundary conditions
is equal to six, if the microstructure contains only three-fold vertices. Small deviations are due
to the rare existence of, e.g. four-fold vertices. Regarding the widths of the distributions it can
already be seen above in figure 6 that inner sections have a larger spread in number of edges
compared to the surfaces.

Applying now equation (8) to the unconstrained least-squares fits in figure 7 yields for each
section two values forα from slope and constant term using the knowledge of n and μ2 as it can
be derived from the microstructures. For the hot surface,α follows to 1.05 from slope and con-
stant term, respectively, for the cold surface to 0.84 resp. 0.99 from slope and constant term.
The fact that the values obtained for the cold surface are not identical and slightly smaller
than one can be attributed again to the slight non-self-similarity as observed for standard
deviation and scaled grain sizes above. This is furthermore consistent with the slight non-
linearity in figure 7(c). In contrast, the inner section shows again self-similar behavior and
results in α = 1.03 and α = 0.93 from first and second term. Most of these values are rela-
tively close to one—a fact that is very interesting to note since the previous comparison of size
distributions and topology of the current results with junction controlled grain growth has given
a good resemblance above. It has been observed in [54] that α is close to one for growth under
grain boundary control (that is, whenever the average growth law follows a parabolic function
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Figure 7. Aboav–Weaire-law. Product of mean number of edges of all neighboring
grains and number of edges as function of number of edges at three different anneal-
ing times for: (a) h = 0 (hot surface); (b) h = 50 (middle section), (c) h = 100 (cold
surface). The symbols represent all grains color coded according to annealing time. In
addition, linear least-squares fits are given (solid black lines).

of time) as well as under triple junction control (when the average grain size increases as a
linear function of time) yielding α = 1.0716 and α = 1.0191, respectively, in [54]. Hence, the
good agreement of the geometrical constant α for most of the different sections of the current
investigation with values as typically observed in normal as well as triple junction controlled
grain growth rounds indeed our image off.

It is important to note that in contrast to the relation between number of edges and scaled
grain size, the Aboav–Weaire-law, equation (7), has been shown to describe a broad variety
of cellular networks, such as nanocrystalline metals, colloidal soap froth structures and even
vegetable tissues, e.g. [54–59]. As a result, a variety of structure-specific parameters α have
been observed in the past:

• Stratocumulus clouds show self-organization into honeycomb-like hexagonal patterns,
while covering large parts of subtropical oceans. An analysis of these patterns in terms of
the Aboav–Weaire-relation yields α = 0.93 for so-called open cells, i.e. cloud-free cells
surrounded by cloudy rings, whereas closed cells, i.e. cloudy cells separated by cloud-free
rings are characterized by α = 0.87 [56].

• In biomineralized tissues, for sheet nacre morphogenesis [57] an unconstrained linear
least-squares fit of equation (8) to the measured data yielded α = 1.05 resp. α = 1.10.

• Additionally, the prismatic architecture in the specific mollusc shell Atrina vexillum shows
behavior archetypical for normal grain growth. On top of self-similar scaling, it fulfills also
the Aboav–Weaire-law yieldingα ≈ 1.20 [58], which is clearly larger than expected from
2D normal grain growth simulations.

• For quasi two-dimensional colloidal soap-froth it was found in reference [59] that here
also the Aboav–Weaire-law holds yielding a value of α = 1.26.

Therewith, the current results are fully in the previously observed range.

4. Summary and conclusions

In the present investigation we have analyzed the influence of a very strong thermal gradient on
grain growth in thin films. To that aim, a three-dimensional sample has been modeled taking not
only a spatial distribution of temperature and therewith a spatial distribution of grain boundary
mobility and energy into account, but also the influence of free surfaces. Coarsening kinetics
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as well as the topology of the resulting microstructure was studied in detail depending on their
spatial locations.

In particular, we find that

(a) The microstructure evolves from a spatially homogenously distributed grain structure with
equiaxed grains to a very distinct structure showing a spatial gradient with visibly larger
grains at the hotter surface compared to the colder surface. The grain boundaries at the
surfaces align perpendicular to the surface.

(b) After an initial period of time that depends on the initial microstructure, the average grain
size increases as a linear function of time for all analyzed sections throughout the sample,
for which multiple sections have been taken perpendicular to the temperature gradient.
The slopes of the linear least-squares fits are a function of the temperature: the higher the
temperature the larger the slope. Particularly, at the cold surface a slight non-linearity can
be observed, which is a first indicator that a self-similar state has not been reached yet
within the observed time frame.

Here it is of great importance to note that in the current investigation the microstructure
in the thin film is still of three-dimensional characteristics at the end of the observed time
frame. This is visibly different compared to long annealing times as observed in [41–43], where
columnar grain structures were found.

(c) In contrast to the systematic change of the average growth law with annealing temperature,
the associated standard deviation (characterizing the size distribution) fluctuates around a
constant value of stdx = 0.52 for long annealing times for all sections within the sample.
This indicates the existence of a unique self-similar state for the sections between approx-
imately h ≈ 10 and h ≈ 90, where also the size distributions are indeed similar between
the different sections and do not change with time. However, the surfaces show clearly
smaller values for stdx . The associated size distributions are, hence, narrower. In particu-
lar, the development of stdx(t) suggests that the cold surface has definitively not reached
a fully self-similar state.

(d) It is very intriguing to note that the scaled (self-similar) size distributions are charac-
terized by very distinct shapes. The distributions at the hot surface are similar to those
observed for normal grain growth in two or three dimensions. In contrast, the inner
sections were expected to show different size distributions, due to the sectioning problem
[45]. They show a strong skewness of the time-independent distributions resembling also
distributions obtained by triple junction controlled grain growth.

(e) In addition, the differences in the scaled size distributions are accompanied by differences
in the topology of the microstructures: the hot surface with the narrow size distribution is
linked to a quadratic relation n (x) just as observable for normal grain growth, whereas the
inner sections with strongly skewed size distributions are linked to linear functions n (x).

(f ) Finally, the topology of the microstructures as described by the Above–Weaire-law yields
a geometrical constant α that is typically observed in normal as well as triple junction
controlled grain growth for hot surface and inner sections rounding our image off. Only
the cold surface yields somewhat lower values. This could also be a result of the non-self-
similarity of this specific section as already mentioned under point 3.

These results obtained for a strong thermal gradient can be extrapolated for grain growth
under less strong temperature gradients in thin films, for which it is reasonable to assume, in
general, a similar behavior. Of course, the film thickness itself and further surface effects may
have a likewise important effect, which should be the focus of future studies.
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All in all, in a film with a strong temperature gradient the growth of grains at the hot sur-
face with higher mobilities is restricted by the need to maintain contiguity with the smaller
grains in the cold, low-mobility region, and vice versa. As a result, a clear three-dimensional
microstructural gradient develops.
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